Beetle autostick

Automatic Stick Shift. The VW automatic stick shift, optional on - models, sharply reduces the
amount of gear changing required in ordinary driving and does away with the clutch pedal
altogether. A torque converter is used between the engine and the clutch. The torque converter
acts as a fluid coupling, making it unnecessary for the clutch to disengage when the car is
stopped and the engine running. The clutch disengages only when the selector lever is in
neutral or when a new drive range is being selected. Clutch operation is triggered by an
electrical signal from the selector lever. Actual disengagement is carried out by a vacuum
servo. A vacuum tank installed between the engine's intake manifold and the servo ensures
adequate vacuum for operation of the clutch. Evacuation of the vacuum tank is regulated by an
electromechanical control valve. The same control valve meters vacuum to the servo for clutch
operation. The transmission gears are similar to those of the four-speed manual transmission
that is standard for - cars. However, the automatic stick shift has only three forward gears. The
function of the manual transmission's low gear is taken over by the torque converter. Many
parts of the gear system of the automatic stick shift are identical, or of similar design, to
corresponding parts of the manual transmission. The ring gear and differential for the automatic
stick shift are the same as those for the manual transmission. However, the mounting and
adjustment of the pinion are different. Many repairs of both the manual and automatic stick shift
transmissions require special tools and skills that only a trained transmission specialist is likely
to have. If you lack the tools, experience, or a clean workshop suitable for transmission work,
we recommend that you leave such repairs to a qualified shop. I have a 73 Super Beetle with the
automatic stick tranny. The other day I started it up and put it in gear and all was fine but could
not get it into second. I found a broken wire coming out of the gear shift so I soldered it and it
worked for a little while. My question regards the wire that runs into the gear shift - could the
wire be broken at the contact? If so, how do I get to these contacts? The wire connects to an
upwards looking contact just under the upper portion of the gear stick - there is a spring around
it to keep the upper stick pointing straight up and the contacts separated when the stick not
being moved. To adjust the contact or to remove the upper stick to examine the contact lift the
rubber boot around the base of the lever and loosen the upper lock nut you find there. Once it's
loose you can unscrew the upper section of shift lever, exposing the contacts. The torque
converter bolts on my '71 Beetle have come loose and we can't get them out or in. Should we
drop the entire engine and tranny get them removed and put new ones in? Also, should the nuts
on the back of the flexplate are loose - were they welded on originally? Rob responded -. Most
work on the semi-auto gearbox and torque converter has to be done with the engine already out
of the car. If I remember right there is an access hatch under the gearbox near where the
flywheel would be on a manual, so you can get at one of the four bolts at a time. These bolts
holds the torque converter to the engine drive plate and MUST be removed before the engine
comes out. From the picture in the Bentley Manual I cant tell if these bolts have captive nuts, or
they screw into a casting - the picture in the Bentley Manual for Type 1 Section 9 isn't very clear.
Plug that line so you don't loose the ATF. Use a point socket in the picture the bolts are point,
not 6-point, so you CAN'T use a 6-sided socket to remove the bolts that hold the torque
converter to the engine's drive flex plate. The bolts are accessible through holes in the bell
housing on fuel injected cars you must pry off a rectangular cap near the split in the engine
case - the hole points to the ground. Hand turn the engine to position each of the four bolts in
the opening. Note: The Haynes manual describes the process in a similar way but there are no
pictures and they don't point out that the bolts are point. Once you have the engine out of the
car you need to put a retaining strap across the face of the torque converter so it does not slide
off the shaft unexpectantly. The Bentley manual just shows a flat metal strip with a hole in one
end - that hole is placed over one of the torque conveter housing studs and the strip runs to
about the centre of the torque converter. Note: The manual doesn't show the other side of the
engine drive plate at all, so I don't know if there are captive bolts there or not. The manual does
say that you have to be careful removing this drive plate whilst you loosen the gland nut there is
a special holding tool for removing the drive plate or it can get distorted and then has to be
replaced. The gland nut must be fastened tighter than the manual car - ft-lbs rather than ft-lbs. If
the bolts are loose but can not be removed then it would indicate that the threads on either bolt
of nut or both are damaged. I don't know if you can grab the bolt heads with vice grips or similar
to tug on them as you turn them to try and grab some thread and then maybe use a socket on
them normally. Or perhaps you'll have to try drilling into the bolts to use an easy-out removal
tool. Failing that, the only thing I can think of is to cut the bolt heads off and that won't be easy
as the picture I have shows them to have built-in washers under the bolt head, and access is
VERY tight - it might be a long job with a dremel style grinding wheel to be able to get in there.
Design by Erin. Someone wrote - I have a 73 Super Beetle with the automatic stick tranny.
Torque Converter Someone wrote to ask - The torque converter bolts on my '71 Beetle have

come loose and we can't get them out or in. Rob responded - Most work on the semi-auto
gearbox and torque converter has to be done with the engine already out of the car. Then
proceed normally to remove the engine. Once you have it out you can determine whether it
needs replacement captive nuts or whatever. A nasty problem for you. The name Autostick has
been used for a Volkswagen semi-automatic transmission , which was a vacuum -operated
automatic clutch system, coupled with a conventional 3-speed manual transmission. The
"AutoStick" system designed by Chrysler allows for manual selection of gears with a standard
hydraulic automatic transmission , also known as a manumatic. The Autostick systems used by
Volkswagen and Chrysler are largely unrelated, and are not mechanically similar in their
operation, and do not share any similarities with their internal design and build. The objective of
these systems is to provide a sportier, more driver-focused feel. Another similar system
designed by Porsche is called Tiptronic. These transmission systems are variously described or
marketed under names that including "e-stick", "shift-command", "steptronic", "geartronic", or
"sportmatic". Marketed as the Volkswagen Automatic Stickshift , the three-speed manual
transmission was connected to a vacuum -operated automatic clutch. The top of the gear shift
was designed to easily depress and activate an electric switch, i. When pressed, the switch
operated a volt solenoid , in turn, operating the vacuum clutch servo , thus disengaging the
clutch and allowing shifting between gears. With the driver's hand removed from the gearshift,
the clutch would re-engage automatically. The transmission was also equipped with a torque
converter , allowing the car to idle in gear, like an automatic. The torque converter was operated
by transmission fluid. This would allow the car to stop in any gear and start from a standing
stop in any gear. The Autostick debuted on the Volkswagen Beetle and Karmann Ghia at
mid-model year along with a fully-independent rear suspension that debuted in August for the
model year. VW ended Autostick production with the model year. Chrysler developed an
automatic transmission with electronic transaxle controls in that had an Autostick mode
providing more aggressive shifting between gears when there was increased throttle. The
system was standard equipment on the Plymouth Prowler and Chrysler M. It was added to the
JA cars on the Stratus. The gauge cluster includes a read-out to let the driver know which gear
is selected. The system works by dropping the shifter down into a gated area on the shift
assembly which allows the shifter to be pushed to the right up-shift or to the left down-shift.
When selected the current gear ratio is not changed, the "Autostick" indicator illuminates in the
instrument cluster, the numbers 3 2 1 illuminate to the right of D, and a square appears around
the gear currently engaged, D 3 2 or 1. When engaged the transmission will not enter 4th gear
and downshifts to 3rd if it is in 4th gear. OD lockout and specific gear selection are mutually
exclusive. While in OD lockout the transmission behaves as a 3-speed automatic transmission.
The service manual explains that Autostick signaling is multiplexed on a single wire. The
transmission control module outputs a 5v signal to the handle and monitors it for voltage drop
The voltage ranges 0. The vehicle drops into 1st after stopping but can be launched in 1st, 2nd,
or 3rd gear. The speed or cruise control operates only in 3rd and 4th gear while in Autostick
mode and is deactivated if shifted to 2nd gear, just as it would if the driver had braked. Shifting
into 4th aka D cancels Autostick single gear selection mode, and gears are automatically
selected as usual until down or OD lockout is pressed. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Printable version. Add links. Need Some Help? Professionally rebuilt transaxle Without
bellhousing and clutch Add new clutch and rebuilt bellhousing i Fits all Vanagon 4 speed, 5
speed, Syncr Beetle 2n This seal will work on any autostick model, spring on insde or out
Dimensions: Sold as each. Will also work on A We also work on VW's, are knowledgeable about
parts and repairs and provide support for parts we sell. Part A-Diaphragm Rubber Diaphragm.
Replacement diaphragm for automatic stickshift vacuum clutch servo. Part N 12mm Cloth
Braided Hose. Part A Torque Converter Bushing. Part Input Shaft Seal. Part A Transaxle Pan
Gasket. Part A Clutch Disc. Part Pressure Plate - Autostick - Rebuilt. Part R Throwout Bearing Reconditioned. Part Shifter Shaft Seal. Part Vacuum Advance Unit - Autostick. Part Pinion
Bearing. Part Gear Housing Gasket. Part A Front Transmission Mount. Part Rear Transaxle
Mount. Part C Left Transaxle Mount. Part Right Transaxle Mount. Part AX Mainshaft Bearing.
Part A Mainshaft Bearing. Part D Synchronizer Ring - 2nd, 3rd, 4th. Part Front Shifter Bushing.

Part 3rd Gear Shim Clip 2. Part 3rd Gear Shim Clip 1. Part B Torque Converter Seal. Part Oil
Pump Gasket- Autostick. Part Clutch Carrier Bearing. Part Torque Converter Support Gasket.
Part Clutch Needle Bearing Seal. Part Nose Cone Bushing Kit. Part H Carburetor - Autostick.
Part Bearing Retainer O-Ring. Part Shift Housing Gasket. Part B Axle Flange Cap. Part C Pinion
Nut - Autostick. Part Input Shaft Needle Bearing. Part Throwout Bearing Guide Sleeve. Part N
7mm Phillips Screw. Quantity in Basket: None. Replacement diaphragm for automatic stickshift
vacuum clutch servo Fits up Autostick One year prorated warranty Due to a lack of cores being
returned, which allo Sold by the foot 12mm cloth braided breather hose or autostick servo hose
Fits up to from oil fill Original Volkswagen part Fits all Beetle Autostick Fits all Autostick Fits all
Autostick oil pan Fits all Autostick Rebuilt with new lining Fits Autostick only. Fits Autostick
These are good used throwout bearings that we have disassembled, cleaned and greased. Seal
at front of nose cone Fits up Beetle and Superbeetle with screw on retaining ring. Fits up 4
speed and Autostick 15mm Thickness Sold as each. Fits Fits
vw cabriolet 1999
power steering module pontiac g6
esc wiring
Autostick Ball bearing with shoulder, all swingaxles and up to transaxle with double side
covers Genuine VW of Brazil These fit correctly and work. Part Rear Shifter Bushing. Bushing
deep inside of nosecone Bushing in front of nosecone, holds the seal Elring brand Red silicone
Spring inside Spring on the inside, black rubber seal. Autostick oil pump gasket to steel plate 2
required per pump Electrical shifter contact Fits automatic stickshift Rebuilt pump includes new
oil pump body and gears, new seals and gaskets, resurfaced steel separator plate Fits Autostick
Used item excellent condition If your oil pressure is good but your pump just leaks, This kit is
for resealing all models of Autostick o Fits the lower bellhousing studs inside the case. Fits
Autostick transaxle Fits Autostick Transaxle Fits Automatic Stickshift transaxle Includes front
and rear bushing and seal Fits Autostick Transaxle Fits screw in bearing retainers Sold as each.
Fits Beetle and Ghia Autostick Fits autostick

